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INTRODUCTION

This program is easy walk trail have distance 5 -
6 hours a day and suitable for nature lover.
People who wanted to learn about nature,
cultures and the walking for botanical, birds,
insects, butterflies and any animals. Enjoy and
have plenty of time to spend in the forest.

No rush and to be with local people in the
villages. Sightseeing a real way of life. What you
gain to see and learn from trekking. Vegetation
and animals in the nature reserve from low land
to high land.
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HIGHLIGHTS

∆ White Karen Village
∆ The way of life into a reality
∆ Walk along the creek
∆ Chill out on terrace with scenery
∆ Wonderful viewpoint 

DURATION

Walking 5 - 6 hours a day
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ITINERARY

DAY BEFORE

Arrive Mae Hong son and check in at your hotel.
We will meet you 6 p.m. at lobby to introduce
tour guide and short brief about trekking. We
can make appointment time in advance upon
your convenience.

Prepare your useful luggage to carry your own
and drop your things unused at the hotel or our
office. For more necessary to use during
trekking please pass to our porter.
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DAY 1 :
MAE HONG SON > BAN HUA NAM

Pick you up and drive to starting point. Go
trekking along a local hill tribe footprint a very
narrow trail and leading down to the Mae Hong
Son’s Creek.

We hike through the creek, deep gorges, forest
and walk through water several times it's so
many river to cross. Experience walking through
water you will find it fun and stop to swimming
in the creek. Enjoy a picnic lunch on the river
side.
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DAY 1 :
AFTERNOON

In the afternoon, continue hiking through
evergreen jungle and see many plants. Pass
through terraced paddy fields.

Arrive Ban Hua Nam for a homestay with a
Karen family. Enjoy doing and learning about
their culture. Free at leisure, relax and shower.
Our guide and porters prepare delicious Thai
meals.

Enjoy dinner by candlelight together and after
that free at leisure.
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DAY 2 :
BAN HUA NAM > BAN HUAI PO

The natural sound wake you up with the birds 
singing, pigs are running around and people are 
setting off to work in the fields. 

After breakfast, before leaving we take a walk
around the village, visit the primary school and
then start the hike again.

On the trail you can hear gibbon’s song from far
off on the hill side or you may see them
swinging from tree to tree.

Picnic lunch in the forest, we cook and wrapped
in banana leaves from the village. We make
bamboo spoon, chopsticks and a bamboo cup.
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DAY 2 :
AFTERNOON

In the afternoon, we climb a bigger mountain
with a beautiful view for 2 hours. Arrive Ban
Huai Po, a village settled on high elevation in
evergreen forest. Here is a small village and only
3 family house. You can see the people's simple
way of life.

In 2018, our Trek Team came up here to
renovate and dedicate for traveler. So that, we
have a nice terrace and have a look mountain
around.

Enjoy dinner and stay overnight in the village
under the starry night sky. Get a good night's
rest.
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DAY 3 :
BAN HUAI PO > MAE HONG SON

After breakfast, wrap up and say goodbye the
villagers. We will start walking to the mountain
top and walking along a ridge. See the diversity
of flora and fauna in the seasonal forest of
Thailand. On highland you see mountain trees
and Wild Orchids. We eat picnic lunch on a
great place with a panoramic view.
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DAY 3 :
AFTERNOON

We climb down to Nam Hu Creek at the bottom
of the hill. It’s time to cool down your feet
again. This creek do not swimming because we
use for water supply.

We finish our trek around 3 p.m. and the car
takes us back to town and drop off at hotel or
airport to take a flight back Chiang Mai. End of
service.
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PRICE PER PERSON
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2 PAX 3 PAX 4 PAX Up 5

4,800 4,200 3,600 3,000

INCLUDED

∆ English speaking guide
∆ Homestay 2 nights
∆ Basic local sleeping equipment
∆ Food 7 meals, fruits and some snack
∆ Drinking water
∆ Transportation
∆ National Park Fees



WHAT TO BRING

∆ Trekking shoes or hiking sandals
∆ Hat, t-shirt, short and long pants
∆ Casual wear, swimsuit and towel
∆ Personal uses and medicine
∆ Camera and battery

(Seasonal)
∆ Insect repellent
∆ Sunglasses and Sun block lotion

(Optional during November - February)
∆ In addition a personal blanket or sleeping bag 
and warm jacket or jumper if you need to bring 
more.

(Notes)
∆ Recommend You need a pair of good hiking 
sandals for water walk. The comfortable sport 
sandals with good toe protection for walking in 
the water and wet trail.
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